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New from Noyes 
Up-To-Date References 
For Your Specialized Needs 
Available Late 1980 
METAL AND INORGANIC WASTE RECLAIMING ENCYCLOPEDIA: edited by Marshall 
Sittig: This book describes processes for reclaiming metal and inorganic wastes 
arranged in encyclopedic form. It contains approximately 325 recent processes for 
metal and inorganic waste recycling and recovery. ISBN 0-8155-0823-9; $54. 
FUELS FROM BIOMASS-Technology and Feasibility; edited by J.S. Robinson: Empha-
sizes commercially proven processes as well as current research to convert bio-
mass to fuels. Information relating to sources of biomass is also included. ISBN 
0-8155-0824-7; $48. 
DESIGN OF SEWAGE SLUDGE INCINERATION SYSTEMS; by Calvin Brunner: Detailed 
design information for sludge incineration systems; an important concept due to 
the need to destroy these waste materials. ISBN 0-8155-0825-5; $48. 
SUSTAINED RELEASE MEDICATIONS; edited by J.C. Johnson: Over 200 processes re-
lating to new drug delivery systems involving ocular, intrauterine, transdermal 
and oral administrations are covered. ISBN 0-8155-0826-3; $54. 
REFRACTORY MATERIALS-Developments Since 1977; edited by J.l. Duffy: Describes 
numerous processes for developing new, and improving traditional, refractory 
materials. Includes new refractory fibers, reinforced composites, and new ceramic 
materials. ISBN 0-8155-0827-1; $42. 
SOLVENTLESS AND HIGH SOLIDS INDUSTRIAL FINISHES-Recent Developments; 
edited by M.T. Gillies: Describes numerous processes for industrial finishes that 
are environmentally safe due to the absence of, or low level of, solvents. ISBN 
0-8155-0828-X; $48. 
WASTEWATER REUSE AND RECYCLING TECHNOLOGY; by Gordon Culp, George 
Wesner and Robert Williams: Describes and evaluates the technology for water 
reuse and recycling ; as well as the magnitude of the potential for reclaiming indus-
trial, agricultural, ancf municipal wastewaters. ISBN 0-8155-0829-8; $48. 
COAL INFORMATION SOURCES AND DATA BASES; by Carolyn C. Bloch: A directory of 
federal, state, and international agencies, departments, and other information 
sources that provide information regarding coal. ISBN 0-8155-0830-1; $24. 
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS DATA BOOK; edited by G. Weiss: Describes considerable in-
formation on about 1,350 hazardous chemicals, with substantial information so that 
instant decisions can be made in emergency situations. ISBN 0-8155-0831-X; $64. 
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1930·197S: 
A Supplement to Louis John Paetow's 
"A Guide to Ute Study of Medieval History'' 
Compiled and edited by Gray Cowan Boyce 
Sponsored by the Mediaeval Academy of America 
"Gray Cowan Boyce is the twentieth century's greatest bibliographer of medieval 
scholarship. Every student of any aspect of the amazingly varied and creative 
millennium called the Middle Ages will find indispensable this 1981 treasure trove 
that Boyce too modestly calls a Supplement to Paetow. Its publication makes 
possible a new sophistication in the study of the shaping of Western civilization." 
··4'nn White, Jr. 
University Professor of History, Emeritus 
UCLA 
"No university, college, research, or museum library can afford to be without this 
work which is the most comprehensive in existence. All medievalists will be grateful 
to see it on the shelves of their libraries. " 
··Bryce Lyon 
Barnaby C. and Mary Critchfield Keeney Professor of 
History, Brown University 
This long· awaited reference work supplements Paetow' s landmark GUIDE with a comprehen· 
sive bibliographic list of the 55,000 works on all aspects of medieval histmy and culture 
published between 1930 and 1975. Worldwide in scope, the 5-volume set is divided into three 
parts- General Books, General History, and Medieval Ufe and Culture - each of which is 
further broken down into specific sub-categories totaling more than 3000 in all. Author and 
subject name indexes are provided. 
5 vols. clothbound prepublication price: $450.00 
Available February 1981 
Please direct orders and inquiries to: 
KRAUS INTERNATIONAL PUBUCA TIONS 
Route 100, Millwood, New York 10546 
(914) 762·2200 
